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Introduction 

This briefing paper presents a cost-effectiveness analysis for a potential indicator 

from pilot 8 of the NICE Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) indicator 

development programme: 

The percentage of patients with a new diagnosis of hypertension in the 

preceding 1st April to 31st March who have a record of urinary 

albumin: creatinine ratio test in the three months before or after the 

date of entry to the hypertension register. 

The economic analysis is based on evidence of delivery costs and evidence of 

benefits expressed as quality-adjusted life years (QALYs).  Additionally, the 

economic analysis takes account of potential QOF payments based on a range of 

available QOF points and a range of levels of achievement. 

The possible range of QOF points for this analysis was agreed with the economic 

subgroup of the NICE QOF Advisory Committee prior to the analysis being 

undertaken. 

A net benefit approach is used whereby an indicator is considered cost-effective 

when net benefit is greater than zero for any given level of achievement and 

available QOF points: 

Net benefit = monetised benefit – delivery cost – QOF payment. 

For this indicator, the net benefit analysis is applied with a lifetime horizon at 

baseline. 

The objective is to evaluate whether the proposed indicator represents a cost-

effective use of NHS resources.  This report provides the QOF Advisory Committee 

with information on whether the indicator is economically justifiable, and will inform 

the Committee’s decision making on recommendations about the indicator. 
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Economic Rationale for the Indicator 

People with blood pressure persistently over 140/90mmHg are defined as being 

hypertensive.  High blood pressure can be caused by, or causal to, a number of 

other health conditions, notably organ damage through chronic kidney disease, 

coronary heart disease or heart failure and urological cancer [1].  Testing newly 

diagnosed hypertensive patients for target organ damage linked to hypertension 

could detect kidney damage at a stage where treatment could be more effective and 

cost-effective than treating the hypertension alone. 

Summary of assumptions 

 The indicator is designed to identify potential kidney damage in people newly 

diagnosed with hypertension; 

 The identification of kidney damage would lead to some form of treatment. 

 

Evidence on Delivery Cost of the Indicator 

The NICE guideline on hypertension states that a range of tests should be 

conducted on patients newly diagnosed with hypertension to ensure the 

hypertension is not linked to organ damage [1].  The guidance recommends that all 

people with hypertension should have a urine sample tested for the 

albumin:creatinine ratio (ACR) and for haematuria.  Both of these tests are reported 

to be specifically for renal disease and reference is made to the NICE guideline on 

chronic kidney disease (CKD) [2]. 

The CKD guideline incorporated an economic model on the cost-effectiveness of 

albumin:creatinine testing for CKD [2].  The model incorporated all costs included in 

testing, and potentially treating, hypertension-related CKD, including GP time to 

administer the tests.  The net total lifetime cost in the baseline analysis of testing and 

any resultant treatment for a 60-year old woman with hypertension but without 

diabetes was £517.  The costs for other patient groups were not provided but it is 

assumed that the costs used are generalisable to all eligible patients.  This is on the 
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basis that the costs of treatment for a 60-year old woman would be more than for 

younger patients on average but less than older patients on average.   

The study used prices from 2006/07.  We have increased this by inflation since the 

publication of the report to £611.  This is a cautious approach because the 

healthcare costs averted through early diagnosis have risen by inflation, as well as 

the costs of delivering testing and treatment.  In our scenario analysis the total costs 

of delivering testing and treatment were varied by +-50%.   

Baseline costs 

 The baseline costs are taken from the NICE CKD guideline; 

 The incremental lifetime cost of undertaking albumin:creatinine testing on 

hypertensive patients at baseline is £611 per patient. 

 

Evidence on the Benefits of the Indicator 

The NICE CKD model also provides an estimate of the QALY gain from 

albumin:creatinine ratio testing in people with hypertension.  The estimated lifetime 

QALY gain for tested, as opposed to untested, patients (again for a woman aged 60 

with hypertension and no diabetes) was 0.1005 QALYs. 

In the original NICE model detailed results were not provided for other patient 

groups.  However, for both men and women under the age of 40 the analysis found 

that the testing strategy was both more effective for patients and saved costs 

compared with no testing.  The testing strategy was cost-effective for men and 

women aged 60 and 80 at £20,000/QALY, so it can be assumed that the base case 

gives a reasonably representative result for the relevant population.  

As with the costs, we have used scenario analysis to explore the impact on our 

findings of changing QALY gains by +-50%. 
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Baseline benefits 

 It has been assumed that the benefits identified for women aged 60 in the 

CKD cost model are generalisable across the relevant population; 

 The incremental lifetime baseline QALY gain of undertaking 

albumin:creatinine testing on hypertensive patients at baseline is 0.1005 per 

patient. 

 

Eligible Population 

The eligible population (i.e. people who would make up the indicator denominator) is 

all patients who have not already been diagnosed with hypertension and who have 

an initial clinic blood pressure reading of 140/90 or higher.  In the NICE costing 

report for the hypertension guidance an incidence rate of 0.78% of patients, over the 

age of 18, was suggested [3].  According to the Office of National Statistics (ONS) 

78.8% of the population in the United Kingdom was over the age of 18 in 2012 [4].  

Combining these two percentages provides an incidence rate of newly diagnosed 

hypertension in an average GP practice population of 0.61%.  This percentage was 

used at baseline and was tested with sensitivity analysis between values of 0.31% 

and 0.91% (ie 50% higher or lower than the baseline population). 

Baseline Level of Achievement 

Pilot 8 data showed the indicator was achieved for 23% of eligible patients at the 

beginning of the pilot.  Because it is likely that a QOF indicator would be 

implemented at higher achievement thresholds, we carried out an alternative 

analysis to explore the use of 45% as the minimum threshold for achievement. 

Population 

In the base case, the economic analysis was based on the total practice population 

registered with practices in England, that is, 8,088 practices with an average practice 

size of 6,891 [5].  
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Table 1: Practice information for UK countries, 2012 

Country Number of practices Number of patients 

England 8,088 6,891 

Scotland 991 5,586 

Wales 474 6,694 

Northern Ireland 351 5,406 

QOF Payments 

Each QOF point is assumed to result in a payment of £156.92. This was the value 

per point in England during 2013/14 (source: NHS Employers). 

Value of a QALY 

The expected QALY gain from implementing this indicator was costed at £20,000 per 

QALY.  This is based on the bottom of the range £20,000 to £30,000, below which 

NICE generally considers an intervention to be cost-effective. 

QOF Points 

The economic analysis considers the cost-effectiveness of incentivising the 

proposed activity over a range of QOF points.   

In the base case analysis, 5 points were allocated to the proposed indicator.  This 

reflects the fact the current QOF includes an indicator for the use of the urine 

albumin:creatinine ratio test for chronic kidney disease (CKD004), for which there 

are 6 points available.   

Sensitivity analysis explored the lower and upper bounds of 2 and 10 points 

respectively, as agreed with the economic subgroup of the NICE QOF Advisory 

Committee. 

Thresholds 

The pilot 8 GP practices showed performance mid-way through the pilot of between 

0% and 60%.  We used a threshold range of 45% to 80% as this is consistent with 

other indicators in the QOF.  
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Results (assuming a value per QALY of £20,000) 

Under the baseline assumptions of incremental delivery cost (£611), incremental 

benefit (0.1005 QALYs with a value of £20,000 per QALY) and eligible population 

(0.61%), the net benefit analysis suggests that the indicator is highly cost-effective, 

with QOF payments at 5 points justifiable on economic grounds (Appendix A).  

Under our conservative assumptions, the value of the increase in quality of life 

offered by testing outweighs the additional healthcare costs of advice and treatment 

in a net benefit analysis if the value per QALY is assumed to be £20,000. 

The indicator remains justifiable at baseline and 80% achievement on economic 

grounds at maximum of 217 points or when the value per QALY falls to £6,400. 

Findings are insensitive to a 50% increase in costs (Appendix B), a 50% decrease in 

the QALY gain per patient (Appendix C) or a 50% decrease in the eligible population 

(Appendix D).   

The indicator could not be recommended at 5 points and 80% achievement if:  

 The intervention increases in cost by 224% to £1,978; 

 The QALY gain per patient falls 68% to 0.032; 

 The eligible population falls 98% to 0.01%. 

If the assumptions underpinning this analysis hold, then there is strong economic 

evidence that the indicator is cost-effective at 5 points if the value per QALY is 

£20,000.  There is evidence under our assumptions to offer up to the 10 points 

considered in the analysis for the indicator.   

Discussion 

Under the conservative baseline assumptions and the sensitivity analysis applied 

there is robust evidence that the indicator is likely to be cost-effective at 5 points.   
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The primary reason for the cost-effective findings is the substantial potential QALY 

gain from identifying patients with CKD at an earlier stage than with no testing.  This 

QALY benefit far outweighs the costs of testing and treatment. 

There is an existing CKD indicator in the QOF currently that could lead to double 

payment:  

CKD004. The percentage of patients on the CKD register whose notes have a record 

of a urine albumin:creatinine ratio (or protein:creatinine ratio) test in the preceding 12 

months. 

As the proportion of people with newly diagnosed hypertension who also have CKD 

is likely to be quite low, the potential double payment issue is not a particular 

concern. 
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Appendix A: Net Benefit Base Case Analysis (£20k/QALY) 

 

Value per point achieved £156.92 £20,000

Number of practices 8,088

Mean practice population 6,891

Basline achievement

Minimum threshold 45% Eligible population (mean % of practice population) 0.61%

Maximum threshold 80% Baseline achievement (mean % of eligible patients) 22.0%

Points 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

30% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

35% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

40% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

45% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

50% £363 £544 £725 £907 £1,088 £1,269 £1,450 £1,632 £1,813

55% £725 £1,088 £1,450 £1,813 £2,176 £2,538 £2,901 £3,264 £3,626

60% £1,088 £1,632 £2,176 £2,720 £3,264 £3,808 £4,351 £4,895 £5,439

65% £1,450 £2,176 £2,901 £3,626 £4,351 £5,077 £5,802 £6,527 £7,252

70% £1,813 £2,720 £3,626 £4,533 £5,439 £6,346 £7,252 £8,159 £9,065

75% £2,176 £3,264 £4,351 £5,439 £6,527 £7,615 £8,703 £9,791 £10,879

80% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

85% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

90% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

95% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

100% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

30% £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193 £38,193

35% £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975 £61,975

40% £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756 £85,756

45% £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538 £109,538

50% £132,957 £132,776 £132,594 £132,413 £132,232 £132,050 £131,869 £131,688 £131,507

55% £156,376 £156,013 £155,651 £155,288 £154,925 £154,563 £154,200 £153,838 £153,475

60% £179,795 £179,251 £178,707 £178,163 £177,619 £177,075 £176,531 £175,987 £175,444

65% £203,214 £202,489 £201,763 £201,038 £200,313 £199,588 £198,862 £198,137 £197,412

70% £226,633 £225,726 £224,820 £223,913 £223,007 £222,100 £221,194 £220,287 £219,380

75% £250,052 £248,964 £247,876 £246,788 £245,700 £244,613 £243,525 £242,437 £241,349

80% £273,471 £272,202 £270,932 £269,663 £268,394 £267,125 £265,856 £264,587 £263,317

85% £297,252 £295,983 £294,714 £293,445 £292,176 £290,907 £289,637 £288,368 £287,099

90% £321,034 £319,765 £318,496 £317,227 £315,957 £314,688 £313,419 £312,150 £310,881

95% £344,816 £343,546 £342,277 £341,008 £339,739 £338,470 £337,201 £335,931 £334,662

100% £368,597 £367,328 £366,059 £364,790 £363,521 £362,251 £360,982 £359,713 £358,444

Net Benefit (£000s)

Societal value of a QALY

Pilot	8	-	Hypertension	TOD	-	ACR	Testing

National totals
Expected 

Achievement
QOF payments (£000s)

Cost-effectiveness estimates

Incremental cost (£ per patient) £611.00

Incremental effect (QALYs per patient) 0.1005

26661

£120,544,391

£130,930,777

£141,317,163

£151,703,548

£162,089,934

16411

£110,158,006

21536

18119

19828

24953

23244

£16,680,535 2744

£89,385,234 14702

7869

£58,226,078 9577

£68,612,463 11286

£99,771,620

£27,066,921 4452

£37,453,306 6160

£47,839,692

£78,998,849 12994

National totals

Change in treatment cost (£) Change in QALYs

Where the net benefit produces a non-negative 

outcome then it is cost effective for the NHS to adopt 

the indicator.   

 

When this is the case, the cells are highlighted with a 

yellow background. 
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Appendix B: Net Benefit Analysis Assuming 50% Increase in Incremental Costs per Patient 
(£20k/QALY) 

 

 

Value per point achieved £156.92 £20,000

Number of practices 8,088

Mean practice population 6,891

Basline achievement

Minimum threshold 45% Eligible population (mean % of practice population) 0.61%

Maximum threshold 80% Baseline achievement (mean % of eligible patients) 22.0%

Points 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

30% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

35% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

40% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

45% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

50% £363 £544 £725 £907 £1,088 £1,269 £1,450 £1,632 £1,813

55% £725 £1,088 £1,450 £1,813 £2,176 £2,538 £2,901 £3,264 £3,626

60% £1,088 £1,632 £2,176 £2,720 £3,264 £3,808 £4,351 £4,895 £5,439

65% £1,450 £2,176 £2,901 £3,626 £4,351 £5,077 £5,802 £6,527 £7,252

70% £1,813 £2,720 £3,626 £4,533 £5,439 £6,346 £7,252 £8,159 £9,065

75% £2,176 £3,264 £4,351 £5,439 £6,527 £7,615 £8,703 £9,791 £10,879

80% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

85% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

90% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

95% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

100% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

30% £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853 £29,853

35% £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441 £48,441

40% £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030 £67,030

45% £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618 £85,618

50% £103,844 £103,663 £103,481 £103,300 £103,119 £102,937 £102,756 £102,575 £102,393

55% £122,070 £121,707 £121,344 £120,982 £120,619 £120,257 £119,894 £119,531 £119,169

60% £140,296 £139,752 £139,208 £138,664 £138,120 £137,576 £137,032 £136,488 £135,944

65% £158,521 £157,796 £157,071 £156,346 £155,620 £154,895 £154,170 £153,445 £152,719

70% £176,747 £175,841 £174,934 £174,027 £173,121 £172,214 £171,308 £170,401 £169,495

75% £194,973 £193,885 £192,797 £191,709 £190,621 £189,534 £188,446 £187,358 £186,270

80% £213,199 £211,929 £210,660 £209,391 £208,122 £206,853 £205,584 £204,314 £203,045

85% £231,787 £230,518 £229,249 £227,980 £226,710 £225,441 £224,172 £222,903 £221,634

90% £250,375 £249,106 £247,837 £246,568 £245,299 £244,030 £242,760 £241,491 £240,222

95% £268,964 £267,695 £266,426 £265,156 £263,887 £262,618 £261,349 £260,080 £258,810

100% £287,552 £286,283 £285,014 £283,745 £282,476 £281,206 £279,937 £278,668 £277,399

Net Benefit (£000s)

Societal value of a QALY

Pilot	8	-	Hypertension	TOD	-	ACR	Testing

National totals
Expected 

Achievement
QOF payments (£000s)

Cost-effectiveness estimates

Incremental cost (£ per patient) £916.50 £153

Incremental effect (QALYs per patient) 0.1005 0.00              

0.13%

26661

£180,816,587

£196,396,165

£211,975,744

£227,555,322

£243,134,901

16411

£165,237,009

21536

18119

19828

24953

23244

£25,020,803 2744

£134,077,852 14702

7869

£87,339,117 9577

£102,918,695 11286

£149,657,430

£40,600,381 4452

£56,179,960 6160

£71,759,538

£118,498,273 12994

National totals

Change in treatment cost (£) Change in QALYs

Where the net benefit produces a non-negative 

outcome then it is cost effective for the NHS to adopt 

the indicator.   

 

When this is the case, the cells are highlighted with a 

yellow background. 
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Appendix C:  Net Benefit Analysis Assuming 50% Decrease in Utility Gains Per Patient (£20k/QALY) 

 

Value per point achieved £156.92 £20,000

Number of practices 8,088

Mean practice population 6,891

Basline achievement

Minimum threshold 45% Eligible population (mean % of practice population) 0.61%

Maximum threshold 80% Baseline achievement (mean % of eligible patients) 22.0%

Points 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

30% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

35% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

40% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

45% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

50% £363 £544 £725 £907 £1,088 £1,269 £1,450 £1,632 £1,813

55% £725 £1,088 £1,450 £1,813 £2,176 £2,538 £2,901 £3,264 £3,626

60% £1,088 £1,632 £2,176 £2,720 £3,264 £3,808 £4,351 £4,895 £5,439

65% £1,450 £2,176 £2,901 £3,626 £4,351 £5,077 £5,802 £6,527 £7,252

70% £1,813 £2,720 £3,626 £4,533 £5,439 £6,346 £7,252 £8,159 £9,065

75% £2,176 £3,264 £4,351 £5,439 £6,527 £7,615 £8,703 £9,791 £10,879

80% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

85% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

90% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

95% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

100% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

30% £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756 £10,756

35% £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454 £17,454

40% £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152 £24,152

45% £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849 £30,849

50% £37,184 £37,003 £36,822 £36,640 £36,459 £36,278 £36,096 £35,915 £35,734

55% £43,519 £43,157 £42,794 £42,431 £42,069 £41,706 £41,343 £40,981 £40,618

60% £49,854 £49,310 £48,766 £48,222 £47,678 £47,134 £46,591 £46,047 £45,503

65% £56,189 £55,464 £54,739 £54,013 £53,288 £52,563 £51,838 £51,112 £50,387

70% £62,524 £61,618 £60,711 £59,804 £58,898 £57,991 £57,085 £56,178 £55,272

75% £68,859 £67,771 £66,683 £65,595 £64,508 £63,420 £62,332 £61,244 £60,156

80% £75,194 £73,925 £72,656 £71,387 £70,117 £68,848 £67,579 £66,310 £65,041

85% £81,892 £80,622 £79,353 £78,084 £76,815 £75,546 £74,277 £73,007 £71,738

90% £88,589 £87,320 £86,051 £84,782 £83,513 £82,243 £80,974 £79,705 £78,436

95% £95,287 £94,018 £92,749 £91,479 £90,210 £88,941 £87,672 £86,403 £85,134

100% £101,984 £100,715 £99,446 £98,177 £96,908 £95,639 £94,369 £93,100 £91,831

Net Benefit (£000s)

Societal value of a QALY

Pilot	8	-	Hypertension	TOD	-	ACR	Testing

National totals
Expected 

Achievement
QOF payments (£000s)

Cost-effectiveness estimates

Incremental cost (£ per patient) £611.00

Incremental effect (QALYs per patient) 0.0503

13331

£120,544,391

£130,930,777

£141,317,163

£151,703,548

£162,089,934

8205

£110,158,006

10768

9060

9914

12476

11622

£16,680,535 1372

£89,385,234 7351

3934

£58,226,078 4789

£68,612,463 5643

£99,771,620

£27,066,921 2226

£37,453,306 3080

£47,839,692

£78,998,849 6497

National totals

Change in treatment cost (£) Change in QALYs

Where the net benefit produces a non-negative 

outcome then it is cost effective for the NHS to adopt 

the indicator.   

 

When this is the case, the cells are highlighted with a 

yellow background. 
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Appendix D:  Net Benefit Analysis Assuming 50% Decrease in Eligible Population (£20k/QALY) 
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Value per point achieved £156.92 £20,000

Number of practices 8,088

Mean practice population 6,891

Basline achievement

Minimum threshold 45% Eligible population (mean % of practice population) 0.31%

Maximum threshold 80% Baseline achievement (mean % of eligible patients) 22.0%

Points 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

30% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

35% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

40% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

45% £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0

50% £363 £544 £725 £907 £1,088 £1,269 £1,450 £1,632 £1,813

55% £725 £1,088 £1,450 £1,813 £2,176 £2,538 £2,901 £3,264 £3,626

60% £1,088 £1,632 £2,176 £2,720 £3,264 £3,808 £4,351 £4,895 £5,439

65% £1,450 £2,176 £2,901 £3,626 £4,351 £5,077 £5,802 £6,527 £7,252

70% £1,813 £2,720 £3,626 £4,533 £5,439 £6,346 £7,252 £8,159 £9,065

75% £2,176 £3,264 £4,351 £5,439 £6,527 £7,615 £8,703 £9,791 £10,879

80% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

85% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

90% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

95% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

100% £2,538 £3,808 £5,077 £6,346 £7,615 £8,884 £10,153 £11,423 £12,692

30% £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097 £19,097

35% £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987 £30,987

40% £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878 £42,878

45% £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769 £54,769

50% £66,297 £66,116 £65,935 £65,753 £65,572 £65,391 £65,209 £65,028 £64,847

55% £77,825 £77,463 £77,100 £76,738 £76,375 £76,012 £75,650 £75,287 £74,924

60% £89,354 £88,810 £88,266 £87,722 £87,178 £86,634 £86,090 £85,546 £85,002

65% £100,882 £100,156 £99,431 £98,706 £97,981 £97,256 £96,530 £95,805 £95,080

70% £112,410 £111,503 £110,597 £109,690 £108,784 £107,877 £106,971 £106,064 £105,157

75% £123,938 £122,850 £121,762 £120,674 £119,587 £118,499 £117,411 £116,323 £115,235

80% £135,466 £134,197 £132,928 £131,659 £130,390 £129,120 £127,851 £126,582 £125,313

85% £147,357 £146,088 £144,819 £143,550 £142,280 £141,011 £139,742 £138,473 £137,204

90% £159,248 £157,979 £156,710 £155,440 £154,171 £152,902 £151,633 £150,364 £149,094

95% £171,139 £169,869 £168,600 £167,331 £166,062 £164,793 £163,524 £162,254 £160,985

100% £183,029 £181,760 £180,491 £179,222 £177,953 £176,684 £175,414 £174,145 £172,876

Net Benefit (£000s)

Societal value of a QALY

Pilot	8	-	Hypertension	TOD	-	ACR	Testing

National totals
Expected 

Achievement
QOF payments (£000s)

Cost-effectiveness estimates

Incremental cost (£ per patient) £611.00

Incremental effect (QALYs per patient) 0.1005

13331

£60,272,196

£65,465,388

£70,658,581

£75,851,774

£81,044,967

8205

£55,079,003

10768

9060

9914

12476

11622

£8,340,268 1372

£44,692,617 7351

3934

£29,113,039 4789

£34,306,232 5643

£49,885,810

£13,533,460 2226

£18,726,653 3080

£23,919,846

£39,499,424 6497

National totals

Change in treatment cost (£) Change in QALYs

Where the net benefit produces a non-negative 

outcome then it is cost effective for the NHS to adopt 

the indicator.   

 

When this is the case, the cells are highlighted with a 

yellow background. 


